
ART. IV - Excavations and a ground-based radar survey at Long Lane, Carlisle, 1990
By P. FLYNN AND M.R. MCCARTHY

E XCAVATIONS were undertaken by Carlisle Archaeological Unit over a four-week
period during February and March 1990 behind number 21 Castle Street, a

Georgian town house, in Carlisle city centre. The house is located (Fig. 1) on the
north-eastern side of Castle Street at its junction with Long Lane. The garden in which
the excavations took place is bounded to the north-west by a high sandstone and brick
wall on the Long Lane frontage, and an equally high wall on the south-east separating
the property from the rear part of Stocklund House. The end of the garden was marked
by the property boundary with number 18 Fisher Street. A feature of the garden was the
presence of fifteen large architectural fragments incorporated in the rockeries.

The archaeological investigation was occasioned by a successful planning application
by Multitry Ltd for the garden area. These proposals envisaged a retail development
with flats with pedestrian access from Long Lane and vehicular access from Castle
Street. Although a shallow rafted foundation for the new buildings was planned, a
structural solution which limited damage to the archaeological remains, the lack of
information on the archaeology of Carlisle between Castle Street and Fisher Street
required the undertaking of limited investigation prior to the commencement of
construction work.

Before excavations commenced, a ground-based radar survey was undertaken by
Geospace Consultancy Services on behalf of the Archaeological Unit and the developer in
1989. This technique, which is relatively new to archaeology (Stove and Addyman 1989),
was employed in order to obtain a picture of the archaeological deposits in advance of
excavation.

The excavations were restricted to two small areas affected by the proposed
development (Fig. 1) and were limited in depth by the nature of the foundations. Trench
A was 9 m in length and 2 m wide and lay next to the property boundary with 18 Fisher
Street. This trench lay beyond the area accessible to the radar survey. Trench B, 11 m in
length and 2 m wide, was next to the wall dividing the garden from the rear part of
Stocklund House. This trench was located at the junction of two of the radar survey
transects. The rest of the site, including most of the lawn area and remaining flower-beds
and footpaths, was deemed to be unthreatened by the development.

Trench A

The trench (Fig.2) was excavated in controlled spits by machine to a depth of 1.50 m
below the present ground surface; this was the limit of the anticipated disturbance by the
developer. At this point variations in soil texture, soil colour and several features could
be distinguished. Phase numbers have not been allocated to the sequence.
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The earliest deposits were various grey-brown silty loalns. These were not investigated
although it was clear, where they had been cut through by later features, that they were
at least 0.5 m deep. One of these silty deposits had been cut by a post-trench (14) and a
clay and cobble foundation (I I; Fig.2). The post-trench, which probably cut the clay
and cobble foundation, consisted of a slot (14) 0.25 m deep and varying in width between
0.2 m and 0.42 m. The slot terminated within the excavated area but survived for a
length of 1.6 m. Three posts cut through the base of the post-trench to a maximum depth
of o.3 m. The post-pits were oval in shape and varied in size from 0.2 m to 0.38 m across.
A fourth post (25), on the same orientation but slightly differently aligned, was recorded
below a pit. This post may be at a corner.

The clay and cobble foundation (it ) was over 400 mm wide and over 30o mm deep,
and ran at an approximate right angle to context 21, which may also be a foundation.
Although only the very base survived, sufficient remained of context 21 to show that it
was at least 600 mm wide and was made of sandstone, silt and clay.

These features were covered by a grey/brown silty loam over I.00 m deep. This was a
medieval soil accumulation (the equivalent in Trench B of layers 2 and I I) separated
from the present topsoil by a deposit of loam containing brick and mortar fragments.
This had been cut by a brick stairwell containing sandstone steps leading from a blocked
entrance to Long Lane.

Trench B

Trench B was situated to coincide with one of the proposed new buildings and the
junction of two of the radar transects (A—E and E—F, Fig.5). The trench was excavated to
a depth of I.00 m over most of its length, in conformity with the developers' foundation
design. Machinery was used to remove the top 30o mm to the south-west of the well,

TABLE 1
Summary of phasing in Trench B

Phase^Features^ Date

^

i^ rampart^ Roman
^2^ posthole^ Roman

^

3^ `occupation'^ Roman

^

4^ linear feature and silts^Roman

^

5^ roads^ late Roman

^

6^ soils, possible `dark earth'^post-Roman
^7^ posts, pads, surfaces^uncertain

^

8^ pit^ uncertain

^

9^ soil deposits^ medieval

^

Io^ well, footpath, buildings^medieval
^I I^ soil deposits^ uncertain
^12^ well robbing^ uncertain

^

13^ modern topsoil and debris^modern
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Fig.2 Trench A: location of features and approximate alignments
Trench B: location of sections and medieval well (13,14) and approximate alignment of rampart
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after which excavation proceeded by hand. North-east of the well machinery was used to
a depth of o.9 m, after which excavation ceased. The developers permitted excavation to
a depth of 2.90 m below the present ground surface in a limited area, some 2.00 m by
I.00 m, following the partial excavation and removal of the well and its associated pit.

Phase I

The earliest deposit encountered was a firm layer of orange/pink and purple/blue
sandy clay with pebbles throughout (39). It was seen in the well-pit section to be at least
25o mm thick (Fig.3). This deposit is best seen as being closely associated with the
overlying clay (37) and turf (36) rampart.

The rampart clay (37) was cut into the underlying pebbly clay to a depth of 0.2 m and
survived to a height of i m. The width of the deposit was not established but, from the
exposed well-pit sections, the clay could be seen to be at least 0.7 m wide.

The turf section of the rampart (36) survived to a height of o.8 m and was separated
from the underlying pebbly clay by a mixed layer of dirty clay and turf some 0.05 m
thick. Below this the clay was clean, suggesting that the deposition of the pebbly clay
(39) and the construction of the rampart were virtually contemporary events. Individual
turves could be distinguished but water seepage through the section hampered record-
ing. Turves that could be distinguished, however, were generally between 34o mm-380
mm long by 8o mm-120 mm thick. The turf section of the rampart was at least 1.40 m
wide, giving the rampart minimum dimensions of I m high by 2.10 m wide. Only the
turf was excavated in an attempt to deduce the direction of the rampart from the line
followed by the clay. This suggested an approximately east-west course (Fig.2).

Phases 2-4

Overlying the rampart (Fig.3) was a deposit of mixed turf-like material and
orange/pink clay patches (42: Phase 2). This could represent weathering of the top of the
rampart or levelling. Above this probable levelling were occupation-type deposits (33:
Phase 3). Within this material, which was excavated as one deposit, were two, or
possibly three, surfaces. The lower surface, above some gritty grey/brown silt, was of
grey mortar, some 20 mm-30 mm thick. Separated from this surface by a charcoal-rich
grey/green silt was a reddish-brown sandy clay which may represent a surface, or
perhaps the make-up for a second mortar surface, only fragmentary traces of which
survived.

These deposits were cut by a linear feature (35: Phase 4), some 0.4 m deep and over
I m wide. Only one edge of this feature appeared within the excavated area. The upper
fills consisted of grey silts with sandstones throughout. The lower fill was of turf-like
material, reflecting the fact that it cut into the rampart. A layer of sandstones and cobbles
(34) probably represents part of the fill rather than a separate feature. The nature of the
fill might suggest that this was either an open gulley that had silted up, with perhaps
some levelling, or else a robbed wall.
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Fig.3 top: section through rampart seen in the side of well construction trench
bottom: section through Roman and medieval layers
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Phase

The upper silt of the linear feature (40) could not be distinguished from the
grey/brown yellow mottled silt that formed the lower matrix of the overlying metalling
(32: Phase 5). This would suggest a general silting of the area prior to the road
construction. The metalling (32, Fig.3), which was some o.3 m thick, was rapidly
removed but only a single surface was recognized. The observed camber suggested the
close proximity of the edge of a road following an approximate north to south course.

Directly above the road surface was a deposit of cobbles in silt, up to 200 mm deep,
with larger cobbles and sandstones towards its base (31). The cobbles did not extend
completely across the lower road, suggesting the possibility that this is the edge of a
narrower road, or later repair.

Phase 6

Grey silt (29 and possibly 27, Fig.3) containing a few sandstones and cobbles, up to
500 mm deep, covered the possible upper road and also the lower surface. This deposit
clearly developed once the road was out of use and may be a post-Roman `dark earth'.

Phases 7-9

In describing the post-Roman features the trench can be conveniently divided by the
well. North-east of this feature only a silt loam (2: Phases 7-9), was encountered. The
main features described here were found south-west of the well.

At the limit of excavation, i m below the present ground surface, several features were
uncovered but not excavated (Phase 7, Figs.3-4). These comprised two rectangular
stone-packed features (2o—I) which may be postholes, two areas of cobbling ( 23-4),
against which were set sandstones (28) laid flat against the edge, and one large sandstone
block (25) which may have been a post-pad. These features appeared to have been cut
into or laid upon the underlying Phase 6 soil deposit (27). The sandstones and cobbling
clearly represent structural elements but the nature of the building(s) was not clear.

These features were covered by a deposit of grey-yellow mottled silt (19) 0.2 m deep,
before a large pit (18, 26, 30: Phase 8) was cut. Where excavated, this pit was shown to
be flat-bottomed. It was filled with grey silt and many pieces of sandstone, some of which
were quite large. This pit was sealed by a deposit of silty loam (ii: Phase 9, Figs.3 -4)
over 0.4 m deep, which extended the whole length of the trench and is the equivalent
deposit to layer 2 north-east of the well.

Phases 10-13

Several indeterminate features (Phase io) were laid upon the soil attributed to Phase 9.
These included a patch of sandstone fragments in a clayey soil separated from a similar
deposit by a line of stones (9) extending for 1.0o m into the excavated area. A pit (io) had
been cut close to these features.
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Fig.4 A: Trench B Phases 6-7
B: Trench B Phases o—io

A line of sandstones laid flat (8, Figs. 3-4), at least o.6 m wide, probably represents a
path rather than a foundation, and follows a course parallel with the existing property
boundary. Intermittent patches of sandstones suggest that the path originally extended
at least as far as the well-pit (14).

The well construction pit (14: Phase 1o, Figs. 2 and 4) was partially excavated to a
depth of 2.90 m. It contained sandstones and cobbles in a mixed matrix of clay and silt.
The well (13) was approximately 1 m square. Its walls had a core of sandstones and
cobbles bonded in clay and silt, and a face of roughly shaped and fitted sandstones, some
of which were clearly re-used, with only occasional traces of clay bonding. The walls
were some o.6 m thick. The well-shaft was emptied of rubble and silt to a depth of 2.60
m, and the south and east walls were then removed to a depth of 2.90 m below the
present ground surface for the purpose of obtaining a section through the Roman
deposits. The top of the well had been robbed and the resulting pit (6) backfilled with
rubble and sil
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Overlying these features was a deposit of silty loam o.3 m thick, which abutted but did
not overlie the path. The path (8: Phase io) was covered by a deposit of building debris,
cobbles, sandstone fragments and brick and mortar pieces in a grey silt (4: Phase 12,
Fig.3). Similar material continued over the well robber-pit and along the full length of
one side of the trench. Dark brown patches within this deposit may represent an old
ground surface, covered by the recent topsoil (1: Phase 13).

The ground-based radar survey

Faced with an absence of useful information about the archaeology at the start of the
investigation, it was decided to use this new geophysical tool for carrying out a
preliminary site evaluation of the deposits before excavation commenced. It has been
used at Sutton Hoo (Carver 1986) and York (Stove and Addyman 1989) where its
potential has been amply demonstrated.

The methods have been outlined elsewhere (ibid) and will not be repeated in detail
here. Essentially, however, the technique operates rather like an echo sounder trans-
mitting an electro-magnetic signal through soil. It is capable of detecting a wide range of
anomalies in sub-surface deposits varying from very hard substances, such as rock and
concrete, through softer soils to water and voids. The sledge or wheel-mounted antennae
and receivers convert the signals into an analogue signal which is then transmitted to a
control unit. Eventually a coloured printout is produced consisting of a section
illustrating the variations in hardness and softness of the archaeological deposits.

Five transects (Fig.5) were plotted around the edge of the lawn, this being the only
accessible part of the garden for the antennae. Trench B was located partly with a view to
building foundations and partly to coincide with the junction of transects A-E and E-F.

Results of the survey

A detailed interpretation of the results is not possible in the present state of
knowledge, although the potential is clearly present for identifying walls, floors,
pits/wells and other features made from different materials. More research and
development is needed. Nevertheless, all transects revealed a degree of consistency
suggesting the presence of five basic zones to a depth of 3.9 m (Table 2).

TABLE 2
Stratigraphic zones suggested by the radar survey

Zone Depth (m)

1 o-o.6o
2 0.60-2.50

3 2.50-3.00
4 3.00-3.80
5 3.8o--3.90

Characteristics

banded deposits of very hard and soft material
thick band of hard deposits
band of soft to very soft soil
mixed soft and hard deposits
band of hard material with traces of softer material below
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Considerable variation is apparent in these zones. Whilst many of the deposits appear
as more or less horizontal bands, there are a number of vertical anomalies and others
which show pronounced curves. In Zone 1 all transects showed three horizontal bands of
hard material interleaved with soft soils. Superficially these appear to represent stone
surfaces, such as floors or yards, overlaid by soil accumulations. The lower band was
clearly recognizable in Trench B as a sandstone surface (8: Figs.3-4B). Above this, as the
section in Figure 3 shows, the composition of the archaeological deposits is almost
entirely soil with some very thin lenses of pebbles.

The stone-lined well (Phase i o) was clearly distinguishable in the plots of both
transects A—E and E—F. The various deposits forming the well fill, including dumps of
sandstone and cobbles with voids and softer silty deposits, can also be recognized cutting
through Zones 2-4. The well was not fully excavated but the radar survey suggests that it
is 3.5-4 m in depth and that its bottom lies in Zone 5.

Zone 2 appeared in the survey as a complex deposit, about i m thick, consisting of
hard to very hard materials mixed up with apparently smaller amounts of softer
materials. This may be a series of very stony features, perhaps with pockets of silt. Below
this, Zones 3-4 consist of soft and relatively soft deposits, some of which are almost
certainly soil. The experience of excavations at Castle Street (McCarthy 1991) and
elsewhere in this part of Carlisle, however, suggest that the levels at a depth greater than
about 2.5 m are often waterlogged, with much timber and other organic-rich features.
The excavation of Trench B was unable to confirm the survey interpretation of Zones
2-4 because of the very restricted nature of the excavation below Zone 1.

Transect C—D revealed a curiously humped anomaly in Zones 2 and 3. The lower part,
in Zone 3, has a structure consisting of both fairly hard and slightly softer areas. On its
northern side there is a vertical anomaly less than im in width. The humped anomaly
appears to be about 3 m in width and no more than 1.5 m high. This feature is overlaid in
Zone 2 by much harder layers which probably contain much stone.

Although no excavation took place on the line of transect C—D, the general shape of
the humped feature was seen as a possible rampart at the outset. This later received
confirmation when a rampart was positively identified in Trench B. The dimensions of
the rampart, together with its structure of turf blocks and a vertical-faced clay feature
(Fig.3, 36-7), and the approximate alignment established in the excavation (Fig.2), are
sufficiently close as to make the correlation of the humped feature with the rampart
virtually certain.

Zone 5, at 3.9 m depth, is a more varied but basically hard horizontal deposit. This
appears to be such a distinct break with overlying features in Zone 4 that it may mark the
transition between archaeological deposits and undisturbed subsoil. The hard deposits
could represent metalling with a pre-Roman soil horizon underneath.

The pottery by M.R. McCarthy and M.L. Hird

Over 560 sherds of pottery were recovered, of which 65 (ii.5%) were Roman and the
remainder were medieval or later in date. The pottery was scanned very rapidly with a
view to identifying immediately recognizable wares and obtaining an overall impression.
The sherds were counted and lists incorporated into the site archive. No other processing
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was undertaken and none of the sherds have been drawn because the overall quantity,
and the quantities per context, were generally too small to enable useful conclusions to
be drawn.

Besides being very fragmentary, the Roman pottery contained nothing unexpected for
a substantial Roman settlement. There were a number of fine wares, including a
fragment of a Rhenish ware vessel and several Nene Valley colour-coated sherds. Many
of the datable sherds are late Roman and include, in addition to some of the Nene Valley
wares, Parchment Crambeck ware, Crambeck flanged bowls and Huntcliff ware.

The medieval and later pottery reflects the range of fabrics recovered elsewhere in
Carlisle. Much of the pottery is probably to be dated within the thirteenth-sixteenth
century period, although there were no Tudor or Stuart wares such as Cistercian and
later blackwares or stonewares. The medieval material was predominantly in the
northern reduced greenware tradition and includes several fragments from highly
decorated jugs. Pieces of arms, beards and hands attest to the presence of some
anthropomorphic vessels.

The finds by T.G. Padley

Finds were recovered from both trenches and from general clearance operations. The
number of finds in different materials are set out in Table 3.

TABLE 3
The Finds from Trenches A and B

Area^Coins Cu Alloy Iron Lead Glass Leather Wood Total

Trench A^4^5^5^I^5
Trench B^3^13^29^3^9
Unstrat^—^3^22^5^1

I

—^ 20
I2^70
— 31

TOTALS^7^21^56^9^15^I^I2^I2I

A catalogue of the more important finds is set out below. The rest of the material
includes miscellaneous Roman or medieval fittings in copper alloy and iron, together
with some Roman and post-medieval bottle glass.

I. Window glass
A fragment of blue/green matt-glossy Roman window glass. Although window glass
is first recorded in Carlisle in the late first century A.D. at Castle Street, it does not
become common there till the late second to third centuries A.D. (Cool and Price

99 I).
L. 17 mm W. 15 mm Th. 3 mm
LLA A io G 2
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2. Headstud brooch
A small headstud brooch with a hinged pin. The remains of the pin are housed in a
tubular moulding on the underside of the head. The upper surface of the wings has
three steps visible on either side. At the centre of the front of the head is the remains
of a headloop cast as one with the rest of the brooch. The bow rises from the rear of
the head. The headstud is cast in one with the rest of the brooch. It consists of a
central lump surrounded by a sub-rectangular area. The rest of the bow is decorated
with empty rectangles which may have originally held enamel. The footknob is
decorated with a triple transverse moulding. The catchplate starts from the
underside of the centre of the bow, but the actual catch is broken.
The date range for headstud brooches is the late first and second centuries A.D..

L. 35 mm W. (of head) 14 mm
LLA B 13 Aei

3. Cauldron
A fragment of a cauldron, with rim and handle. The rim has a flaring inner face, a
rounded top, and a vertical outer face which has a square undercut. The solid handle
is attached just below the rim. It has an irregular cross-section: the outer edge is
sharply angled, while the inner is curved. It is set at an angle to the vertical axis of
the vessel. All that can be said about the shape of the cauldron is that it had a
bulbous body and a short vertical neck.
Medieval
Dia. (estimate of external dia. of neck) 200 mm.

4. Buckle
A small basically D-shaped buckle made of copper alloy. The inner edge of the hoop
is a smooth curve, while the outer is ogival, giving a small triangular spur at the
centre. The upper surface of the spur has been decorated with a groove running
down each side. The prong is made of wire and has one end curled round the
crossbar of the buckle.
Medieval.
L. 13 mm W. 13 mm
LLA + Ae2

5. Spindle whorl
A circular biconvex disc of lead, with a central perforation. Both surfaces are
decorated with radial ridges forming triangular cells, each containing a raised
circular pellet.
Medieval. There is a similar piece in the Tullie House collections (C. Richardson,
pers comm).
Dia. (of whorl) 31 mm Dia. (of hole) 9 mm Th.(max) 9 mm
LLA + Pb2
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The Roman coin list by D.C.A. Shotter

Tetricus I
NI Aio AE Copy ]G
N3 A14 AE Radiate

MW A.D. 171-3
VW A.D. 271-3

Constans
N4 Ai5 AE Obv. CONSTANS P F AVG^LW A.D. 34 1-6 LRBC 1.138

Rev. VICTORIAE DD AVGG Q NN^TRP

N3 B32 AE Obv. CONSTANS P F AVG^M A.D. 34 1-6 LRBC 1.138
Rev. VICTORIAE DD AVGG Q NN^TRP

Constantine I
N2 B14 AE Obv. CONSTANTINUS MAX AVG LW A.D. 330-5 LRBC 1.48

^

Rev. GLORIA EXERCITUS (2 Std)^TRP

The medieval coins

NI LLB Bi I.2 Ag^Long-cross penny. Illegible
N2 LLA Aia Ag^Cut short-cross halfpenny.

The architectural fragments

Immediately outside the rear door of 21 Castle Street there was a rockery, which
contained many large fragments of discarded red St Bees sandstone building materials.
Amongst these was a collection of fifteen architectural fragments. This included three
fragments of window tracery, two nail-head decorated voussoirs, two pinnacles, window
mullions, one of which bears a stiff-leafed capital, and two corbels or bosses.

The most likely source for these fragments is Carlisle Cathedral. Apart from one or
two buildings in the inner ward of Carlisle Castle, no other medieval building in Carlisle,
ecclesiastical or secular, is known to have had such elaborate decoration and, with the
possible exception of the corbels, all the fragments can be matched with surviving
examples in Carlisle Cathedral. The mouldings and nail-head decoration on the
voussoirs, for example, are identical to fourteenth-century work in the choir arcade.

The reason why architectural fragments from the Cathedral were deposited in the
garden of 21 Castle Street is probably to be found in one of the Cathedral restoration
campaigns. One of the main nineteenth-century campaigns was instigated by Thomas
Nelson, a local builder and later mayor of Carlisle, in 1846. Nelson not only carried out
extensive restorations to the choir, but he is also known to have taken fragments to other
places in the city. He removed some of the weathered stone to a folly he had built in the
garden of his home at Murrell Hill (Morton 1970, 125). Two clerestory windows,
restored by Nelson, were rebuilt in the garden of Bunkers Hill, near Morton, three miles
to the south-west, and there is a tradition of an archway being reconstructed in a garden
in Castle Street. The architectural fragments recovered from the rockery at 21 Castle
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Street cannot be linked certainly with Nelson, but none of the later architects or builders
involved with Cathedral work are known to have dispersed weathered stone as widely as
Nelson did.

A further fragment, a grey Kirklinton sandstone voussoir, was recovered from the wall
dividing the garden of 21 Castle Street from Long Lane. This wall, which is clearly a
palimpsest of rebuildings, includes much red sandstone and courses of handmade brick.
In the course of making an opening through the wall the developer uncovered the
voussoir re-used as a building stone. It contains part of a `key' pattern, with pink-purple
painted plaster on the outer surface around the edges of the `key'. Although the voussoir
cannot be replicated on any of the extant fabric of the Cathedral, nevertheless the
demolitions carried out in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, together with the
restorations from the time of Bishop Lyttleton in 1762 onwards, have been so extensive
that a source in the Cathedral must be considered very probable. The wall in which the
stone was discovered cannot be dated except in general terms. It cannot be as early as
1633 for there were buildings on the lane frontage at that time. It is more likely to belong
to the eighteenth century, perhaps the time when the present building, 21 Castle Street,
was erected.

Summary of the documentary sources, from notes provided by B.C. Jones

A series of leases and maps deposited in Cumbria County Record Office (Carlisle)
enables the bare outlines of the history of 21 Castle Street, together with some details
about Long Lane, to be reconstructed as far back as the sixteenth century.

Long Lane is an ancient right of way leading between Castle Street and the city walls
on West Tower Street. Although the written sources are not precise, it seems likely that
it dates from the time at which Castle Street, or the vicus Francorum as it was known in
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, was laid out in its present position. Long Lane is
shown on the mid sixteenth-century map of Carlisle in the British Library (BL Cotton
Ms Aug I, i, 13). Although details of this map must be regarded as untrustworthy, the
presence of buildings along the lane frontage is confirmed by leases dated 1613 and 1633
(CRO D and C Reg IV, 133; CRO EM3 /I) referring to two burgages that lay along the
lane. Both burgages can be traced back into the sixteenth century; one was in the
occupation of Thomas Carleton in 1551 -2 and consisted of two tenements and a garden
(CRO D and C Reg III, 27v). These tenements are almost certainly the same as those
described in 1548-9 as little tenements `lying in a lane called Carlisle vennel' (CRO D
and C Reg III, 87v). This burgage was described in 1649-50 as a housestead with a
ruinous stable and backyard (CRO EM3 /I).

The properties on the Long Lane frontage were originally part of the main burgage,
number 21 Castle Street. As currently defined, this property includes both the house and
the lane on its south-east side. The amalgamation of house and lane into a single property
probably took place in 1770 when the Dean and Chapter leased two adjoining burgages
on Castle Street to Susanna Richmond of Highhead. The dimensions of the burgage
adjacent to Long Lane, or Carlisle vennel as it was also known, precisely match those of
the present house and the length of garden. It had a street frontage measuring 43 feet in
length. The other burgage leased to Susanna Richmond on Castle Street had a frontage
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measuring 3o feet in length. This corresponds with the present width of the lane and
number 23 Castle Street.

Discussion of the excavated Roman features (Phases 1-5)

Excavations at Annetwell Street and at Tullie House in 1989 (Caruana forthcoming a
and b) show conclusively that the defences of the Roman fort were progressively moved
south during the second and possibly third centuries (Fig.6). Excavations at 32-40 Castle
Street in 1981-2 revealed the existence of an annexe to the south of the fort (McCarthy
1991). Traces of a possible rampart and a ditch, which may define the area of the annexe,
were discovered in excavations inside Tullie House in 1990 (Caruana forthcoming c).

The Long Lane rampart (Phase I) probably belongs with one of these defences. Its
alignment was unfortunately not established with precision because of the very restricted
nature of the observations, and further work will be required before it can be confirmed.
A combination of the archaeological evidence and the interpretation of the radar survey
(Transect C—D), however, suggests that the rampart was oriented approximately
east-north-east by west-south-west. This alignment is difficult to reconcile with the
known position of the annexe at 32-40 Castle Street and the ditch discovered inside
Tullie House (Fig.6). Similarly, it is both too far south and too differently constructed to
belong to the late first-century fort defences. It may be explicable as part of a second or
third-century fort defence, however. Not only are the construction techniques and the
dimensions very similar but the alignments, whilst not precisely oriented in the case of
the Long Lane rampart, are sufficiently close as to make this probable.

Periods 2-4 are very difficult to interpret on their own. Indeed it is possible that these
periods are essentially one in which a linear feature, possibly a wall (35), had originally
been associated with floor deposits (33) before being robbed.

Sufficient information was obtained on the two metalled surfaces of Period 5 to suggest
the presence of a road aligned very approximately north-north-east by south-south-west.
This may eventually prove to be linked with the Roman road below the graveyard on the
north side of the Cathedral. The dating of Period 5 is tentatively assigned to the mid or
late Roman period on the basis of a coin of Constans which was associated with the
metalling, together with a rim of a Huntcliff ware cooking pot.

The features recorded in Trench A cannot be stratigraphically linked with any of those
in Trench B discussed above, although they do appear to be Roman. In so far as it is
possible to establish the alignments of buildings in Trench A, they are similar to that
which has been established for the rampart.

Discussion of the post-Roman and medieval features (Phases 6-13)

It is possible that the Phase 6 soil deposit is a post-Roman `dark earth'. This
phenomenon has been recognized elsewhere in Castle Street (Neal forthcoming) as well
as in the Cathedral precinct (Keevil, pers comm). It does not, however, occur on all sites
and no satisfactory explanation has been put forward for its development.

Phases 7-9 clearly represent occupation in the vicinity; Phase 7 is almost certainly to
be associated with buildings, but its date is uncertain.
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Period io is almost certainly medieval. The presence of a well at the end of a footpath
(Fig.4) in this position is of interest, as they are situated either on or immediately north
of the assumed line of a medieval property boundary dividing the burgages represented
by numbers 21 and 23 Castle Street (Fig. I). Medieval wells at the end of short vennels
have been recorded elsewhere in Carlisle, as for example during the unpublished
excavations at Hodgson's Court in the Lanes in 1978-82.

It was not possible to define any medieval buildings with certainty, although a number
of features (9, 20-1, 25, Fig.4) suggest that the remains of timber buildings founded in
postholes and on stone pads are present.
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